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INTR®DUCTION ---
The notion of permanent education is one for which no term 

existed until comparatively recently, when it made its appearance 
in the vocabulary of some of the more highly cultivated nations, 
but the term itself carries more than one connotation and some 
attempt, however inadequate, at defining its exact content is 
indispensable. The association or both words in a single phrase 
might almos.t be described as a neologism, in the sense th9.t it 
is only now, in the second half of the ~0th century, that it has 
become possible to quo.lify the abstract noun "education", by the 
adjective "permanent" without appearing to ind.ulge in a piece of 
either surrealism or double-talk. Today, however, it is accepted 
usage in all modern languages, and no study of the vocabulary of 
the humo.n sciences since the second world war would be complete 
without a full definition of it. Whatever may be one's 
theoretical reservations, the fact th~t the term has now its date 
and place in history means that we. cannot omit the concept from 
our calculations. , 

Our present investigations will have greater pertinence if 
we begin by considering the term's various connotQtions The 
mere fnct that it consists of two words inevitably conjures up 
the sense of each, and reminds us that the concept was, in its 
origin~, a controversial one. The tra.di tional view - widely h0ld 
but none the more admirable for that - was that education could 
last only for the restricted period from early childhood to 
mnnhood and that any attempt to introduce it at o.nother ~ge would 
be misguided. Hence the upro~r created by the use of the word 
"permo.nent". Nowadays, however, it h2s become th0 custom to 
extend education to the pre-school period, through the use of 
institutions of the kindergnrten type and also, less obviously 
but perhups more signific~ntly, by schemes for te~ching parents 
how to bring up their children and encour~ging the use of 
contraception with the ultimate purpose of preventing children 
coming into the world except in suitable conditions. Talk of 
pre-school education is therefore in line with current trends 
which may not everywhere be fully comprehended at the moment but 
which nevertheless exist. Talk of post-school education, however, 
is still apt to sound something of a paradox . 

In our present context, the word "permanent~ takes on~ 
signficance which demands careful definj_tion,. It does not mean 
"continuous" in the ord!i.nary mathematical sense which would imply 
a Utopiain which education began in the womb and ceased only in 
the grave. What it really implies is that educ~tion ought not 
to stop at a given moment ; but that it can be interrupted and 
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l~ter resumed. It implies different ways of plotting the 
time-span of a single phenomenon. In this sense, it conveys a 
desire not to limit education to a certain period in an 
individual's existence but, after what is trQditionally regarded 
as the completion of his studies., to provide subsequent periods of 
further education which he can combine with his daily life and 
occupo.tion, without breaking the continuity of either. 

W:tw.t is needed therefore., is a fresh look at the relation 
between the individual ai.1d the plotting of the time given to his 
edUco.tion. In addition., we must be ready to question t11~0 
nssumptions ordinarily regarded as self-evident. The first of 
these is that education should take place during the second . stage 
of child.ho-:)d and adolescence. the second is that it should be 
continuous during thQt period. Permanent education is impossible 
unless we can come to Qccept these two assurr.ptions as representing 
no mor7 th~n one educational possibility among many, so that 
educ2t1on will cease, at least in certain respects; to be based on 
Euclidin.n principles. our traditional '.lssumptions will then be 
replaced by two principles of a far more genernl nature. Firstly 
it must be re':lised th~t education can take pln.ce at different 
p eriods of exu,tence ru1d th~t there is no need to restrict it to 
what we have come to rego.rd as the usun.l age, the result being 
that p~rmanent education c~ npply to any period of a m~n•s li~e., 
:1-P to..,'-'-nd incl~ding retirement and old-age. The second principle 
1s th-..t educ'ltion c11n be interrupted for long periods and resumed 
agai:r:1 later and need not be in any way linked to the concept of 
continuity in time; in other w0 rds, it can supervene at odd, 
unconnected periods. 

It goes without sa:~ting th'.:l.t a.ll thes.e questions ~re bc·.md up 
with a conc~ten~tion of historical anJ econo~!c contingencies 
divorced from which they Will remo.in -wholly utopian, It is no 
mere ch~nce that has caused the question of permanent education 
to ~rjse du:ing the second half of the 20th century, against a. very 
sp0cial poll ticnl and demographic bacl{ground. Mor00·1er, its 
promoters are ~nxious that., unlilce techni-:!D.l. re-training whicl-i is 
only one of its .'.lspect.s, permnnent education should contribute to 
the development of the whole man and it is impossible to reflect 
on its content ·w·i tho~t realising' thut it implies the existence of 
n scale of v2lue s which must be clarified before practice c2n tnke 
the pl~ce of theory. , One element in permanent education is th~ . 
plen.s~:re produced by . tne. <;1~quisition of knowledge. As otm:ingµimm · some
how from the mere acquisi ·1,:i.on of additional technical skills., this p:.~e
supposes a certa~n desire for knowledge, which h=i.s no end other 
'ch:::i.n its own sa.tisfn.ct7on since what we !l.re concerned with in this 
study i s promoting mo.n ~ good, not his productivity. In other✓., 
words no matter how clco.r an idea we mny ho.ve of the content 0.1. 

perm~ent education, we hnve ~lso to pre-suppose ~he existence of 
n cert .':.in appetite for ~nowledge because no one will seek permn.nent 
e1uc ~tion except to sn.tisfy some craving in himself, regardless of 
o.ny e;:ternal advantages it may well bring him. 

./. 
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Let us therefore leave the choice of the historic, economic 
or sociological content of permanent education to the 
specialists, -and confine ourselves to its psychological basis., 
allowing our investigations some degree of free rein. Whatever 
its content or justification may be, the concept of permanent 
education implies in the individual a certnin development in 
time of the desire for knowledge, which m~y vary from one period 
of his life to another but which must be taken into account in 
the preparation of any practical scheme. Thi-s should lead us 
to try to assess such of our present psychological knowledge ns 
will enable us to distinguish with accuracy the different phases 
of mn.n 1 s advance towards intellectual maturity., and his desire for 
knowledge., from childhood up to and including the "third age". 
To c~rry out this task adequately, we must begin by assessing 
the conclusions recognised as inoontrovertible reached in the 
various branches of psychology which relate to our enquiry. 
While covering as much ground as possible, our investigation 
will not always be able to follow a rigid pl~n because psychology 
today, though still regarded ~sin principle a .single 
discipline, 1s composed of a number of branches only very loosely 
connected with each other. In addition., we shn.11 discover mQJly 
gaps in our knowledge., and hence many questions to which 
psychology is still unable to provide answers. When we have 
completed our investigation, we must stand bri.ck nnd n.ssess its 
results critically so as to see how far the information we have 
assembled 1s relevant to our purpose. Lastly, we must lay down 
some guiding lines for f~ture research capable of completing our 
present knowledge. 
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I. WHAT WE KNOW OF PS-:(CHOLOGY 

We shall obtain the information we are seeking only by 
investigating the various fields of modern psychology, but we 
should not 8xpect these to reveal either a unitary principle - the 
present st~te of our knowleqge allowing us to form more than one 
concept of the evolution of man 1 s intelligence - or to point to 
one br::mch of psychology as being superior to the rest., since t)ven 
genetic psychology cannot offer us a complete picture of this field 
of lrnowledge. We shall therefore try to distinguish the 
respective contributions of experiment~l psychology, genetic 
psychology (which covers a great deal more than mardl ..:. child - . ·· 
psychology):1 and psychopathology to the sum-of our knowledge of 
psychology as a whole. 

1. Experimental psychology 

By experimental psychology is mes.nt the study of man and of 
cert~in animal species, the latter studied not for themselves 
(experimental psychology not being synonymous with ecology), but 
~s offering ex~mples of functional characteristics which exist in 
a.nimQls in a comparatively simple state, but which, in m~n, h~ve 
ren.ched an altogether higher level of complexity. Studies 
reln.ting to man invnrinbly begin with experiments using a 
relntively simple model, 1·1he:re the variables ,can be controlled 
(e.g. tasks involving n number of choices) which is then modified 
at a. la.ter st.'.lge in order to measure man, s concrete activities. 
In either ca.se, the use of the model and the pro.ctice of extro.
pola.tion remain essentia.l. 

The first .stage of research deals with the reception of 
mess~ges or _information n~d this, in the present context, presents 
n dun.l in-cerest, In the fir t 1 1 t revolutionises tl1e 
concept of threshold, because swh~t a~:,-received is not a stimulus 
but~ ~ign~l. Hence, this represents a first step towards 
commuJ.ucation by means of wore. d kes it pos~ible to try to 
me~sure_ th~ optimal run?unt of f~r~~ma~fon receivable by a living 
being_within a ~iven time unit. In the second place, the extent 
to which the st1mu.~.i ca.n be received o.s signo.ls depends upon the 
degree to wh~chf'prior Pro.8tice (or conditioning) has permitted the 
est~~l~shmen ~ 2 process1 the key to which is o. pattern 0f 

co1!d1 t107:ed responses. In other words, o.bility to receive 
stimt..!11 in the form 0

~ messQges depends not only on the structure 
of the sensory receivin~ upparatus 1 nd nervou~ system, but also 
on th-3 sum of t?e ea.rli~r_st1mu11 and the length of time during 
which they have oeen administered H 1·t is ~lmost impossible 

d d "' ·t di • ence, to draw a har an_ rns stinction between the practice or 
conditioning '.lnd -che ~ctL~D.l r•Gce1 ving o:'..' the informnticn . 

. /. 
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Conditioning remnins one of the licensed fields of 
experimental psychology nnd the use of the maze with all its 
possible permutations n.nd combinations, continu~s to be one of 
the ~ec~niques m~st widely employed because it will produce 
statistical resu.1,.ts. It has permitted the formulation of a 
number of laws as a result of which learning is one of the 
phenomena on which experimental psychology is best informed. 
In fact, the vital point is probably not to try to discover 
whether conditioning can be expl~ined entirely in terms of 
trial and error, or whether a place must also be allowed to 
insight, as suggested by the theory of form. Nor should too 
much importance be given to mathematical models, of the ·type 
introduced by Hull., which ultimately fitrnish us with no more 
tho.n a summary of the phenomena under consider~tion as a whole. 
The essence of the knowle~e a?quired about lenrning is· that 
the main elements in cond1c.ion1ng are identical 1n··the case of 
all vertebrates so that, in this respect, comparative 
experimental psychology becomes identical with general 
eA-perimental psychology. Certa;n formal elem.Gnts of condit~oning 
exist independently of' trre s:9ec1vs concerned, end ·:.re to be found 
equally in man and in the lower vertebrates. 

Lnstly, experiments ho.ve provided us with o. certain 2mount 
of datn on the extent to which information received is retained. 
Here there are two fields on which a considernble body of 
knowledge exists, one relating solely to mnn a.nd the other to 
~11 vertebrates. A special study has been mQde of the 
phenomenon of forgetfulness., in connection with the disappe~r~ce 
of the conditioned response which shows th~t the stimulus needs 
to be renewed from time to time if the conditioned- response is 
to continue to be made. In the case of mo.n, t\·10 correlated 
do.ta o.re required before his capacity to retain information 
received can be determined. The amount of information that he 
co.n retain being limited, the retention of fresh inform~tion is 
possible only on condition that he forgets~ po.rt of what_ he has 
received formerly. For n given individuo.l., however., the maximum 
o.rnount of information he cnn retain varies ~ccording to the 
extent to which the various i terns are intercon...!.~cted · '.lnd foi-·m 
a coherent whole; tho more this is the case., the higher his 
level of retention will be. 

'l'here is one comment which"provides n. mo~e radic'.l.l turn to 
the l:nowledge thus provided by experimentn.l psychology. All 
experiments with animc.ls ~re based on the supposition that the 
subject must be provided with a motive f'or trc..versjng the mo.ze 
or solving the problem-box and this ~s whc.t ma!ces it necessc.r•y_ 
to use such incentives as hunger, pain and plea.sure., ~lthough in 
genernl these are not applied according to Ol~Y scientifically 

. I. 
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prescribed method. It is nevertheless impossible to study the 
process of conditioning and retention by experiment without some 
rr,en.ns of ensuring tho.t the animals do in fa.ct follow the paths of 
the m~ze and try to get out of the cage. · If tho.t aspect is so 
rarely noticed, this is probably beco.use in humnn experimental 
psychology the f:i.ctor concerned is already present so that reseo.rch 
work cei.n be carried out: experimental subjects have to take part 
willingly, whatever their motives, in order that the experiment 
can tnke place, even if these motives have nothing to do with its 
progrCl.I11r.le , 

2. Genetic ps:ychology 

Genetic psychology is not restricted to child psychology, 
which is only one of its fo.cets, but endeavours to describe the 
development of the hurrin.n being from birth to old age; in the 
present st2te of knowledge however, it concerns itself almost 
entirely with the child o.nd the adolescent ~nd deo.ls only in D. 
f~o.gment~ry manner with o.dults. rt supplies very inadequate 
information concarning o. long intermediate period. 

(c..) C~ild_psychology 

This subject hQs become known thanks to a number of strictly 
genetic research proj.ects o.nd to the results of psycho-pedagogical 
studies. The psychology of the child and adolescent, as under
stood in modern times~ is expounded fairly comprehensively by many 
writers, such as CLAPAR.t!,-~I)E., GESELL, K. KOFFKA, H. WALLON and 
J. PIAQET. The theoretical origins and basic inspirations for 
their research projects differ very greatly and a~e often 
contr~dictory~ but their positive r0sults tend to converge to a 
certain extent, and nothing 1s lost by offering a summary which 
accentuo.tes their common aspects rather than their differences .• 

The first point is without doubt the continuity between the 
psyc~om~tor developme~t of early childhood (which begins during 
embryon1: and foeto.l life as GESELL's boolc shows) ~nd the later 
d;ve~OJ?~~nt ofdintcl~igence through the stages of perceptive 
a .... qu1s~.,1on, a aptat1.°n to l:mguage and finally schooling. Thus 
there is a form of continuity from the reflexes of ocular fixation 

. /. 
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to_the acquiring of grammar.and mathematics, to the extent to 
which these ~re ever more high~-y adapted responses by the 
or~anism to 1ncr~asingly_compl1cated environmental situations. 
This m~ans that in certain r~spects the genetic psychology of 
intelligence can be under.stood -in terms of the development of 
the instru~ental functions, knowledge appearing as the 
co-ordinated behaviour of a multiplicity of investigating 
instruments when faced with the reality of the surrounding 
world. The development of instrumental means of intelligence 
goes hand in harid with the growing maturity of the nervous system 
and it has long been !mown that there is a parnllelism between 
the devel~pment of aptitudes and the myelinisation of the white 
fibres. Moreover, to speak of intellig-ence in terms of -
instrumental means and to emphasise the links its development 
has with the brain structure amounts to saying one and the same 
thing: · that, in two different ways, the adaptation of the human 
organism to its surrounding world is carried out in gradual 
intellectu~l and specific steps which are mostly identified with 
the nervous apparatus that serves as a functional basis. 
Mention need only be made of the general scope of conditioned 
reflexes, as explained by PAVLOV in the second part of his worl::: 
in order to realise thot the structure and .functioning of the · ' . 
nervous system enable it to correspond to the totality of the · 
surrounding world and thn.t with the second system of signals ..; _ 
in the PAVLOVIAN sense of the word - the acquisition of language 
con be~lassified among the specifically neurological models. · 

_ This development of intelligence, which is more . or less 
contirtuous from the first motor reactions up to the acquiring of 
knowledge at school, is often described in terms of assimilation 
artd adaptation. These two terms, which are peculiar to PIAGET1s 
work, but which recur in essence in all contemporary genetic 
psychology, imply that in its relations with the world-\ the 
living organism (in this particular case, homo sapi.ens, always 
makes use of two simultaneous processes, one of which consists 
in retaining the completely subjective picture of the materinl 
world as already perceived, i.e. by assimilating that world_to 
the SL!bject., n.nd the other in admitting the existence of things 
as tl1ey really are and o.ccepting the independent existence or the 
mo..terial world by ad['.pting the subject to thn.~ world whic1: he 
hi~self is not and on which he has to model himself. This 
presents a picture of the evo1 Ution of 1ntelli6c~ce., which appears 
as a natural development of a multiplicity of operatory functi on s 
linked to the structure of the nervous system n;.1d co.p3.hle of 
Qssimilnting the materinl world. The result is thus o. 
nn.:1tL1ral history" of intelligence - within the meaning tha+; this 
term, first used by BUFFON, acqc.1ired in the 18th century -

./. 
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which consists in reporting on huma·n bah~viour, interpreting it 
according to the maturation of the nervous system nnd, by rneo.ns 
which are in the last resort Pavlovian, explaining the indefinable 
way in which it gro.sps the mnterial world. 

T\·10 additional comments should make it possible to give these 
positive acquisitions their true meaning in contemporary research. 
It sho1..~ld be noted thc~t in clinical psychology a...'1.d neuro-anatomy 
all studies show clearly that the instruments of intelligence 
lose their power very eo.rly. It is known that the total quo.iltity 
o:f ne\.~rons is :i.cquired at birth, that neurons o.re cells which 
differ far too much from one another to be able to reproduce, o.nd 
that from birth to death, man loses every day a certain number of 
these cells which are obviously not replaced. That is to say 
that the neuronic substr~tum of the instruments of intelligence 
i~ bound to ~iminish; its functioning, however, is not purely o.nd 
simply re~tr1cted by th~t process, for over o. number of decades 
the negative phenomenon of the loss of neurons is more than offset 
by the acquisition of knowledge, so that the graph showing the 
o..no.tomo~physiological potential over a period of time is the . 
~lgebro.ic sum of two curves one falling from the outset and 
rep~esenting the anatomical' deficit, the other rising over o. long 
per1.~d~ ~nd then falling illustrating functional adaptation o.nd 
o.~quis1.tion; this sum produces an overall curve, which rises n.t 
~irst , then rem::i.ins level from adolescence to middle age and 
r~n~~ly falls. Moreover, all reseo.rch work into clinic~l . 
~T~ogy confirms this point of view ~nd psychometric studies 
th . t SPEARMAN, WECHSLER) show th!l.t intelligence looked n.t from 

e ins rumentnl point of view either as genero..l intelligence, or 
~~ ~w~e~;es of specia.li sed aptitudes, develops o.s the combino._tion · 
a.ppo.r~t ctors - the resources directly dependent upon the ncuronic 
the p~s~~b:'-fld gro.du~lly declining from the a.ge of ~bout 25, o.nd 
and e·:pe 11.li ties cor..nected with learning, mnesic structuration 
intil .,._thr ence Which more th'.ln compensate for that deterioration 

i.:. e Period of involution or middle age. 

However al 
it posdible t most all methods of clinico.l. psychology which make 
an idco.. of it~ !tudy the development of intelligence and to o.cquire 
and edL,cation~l 0~~~~ic nspects nre linked in mo.ny ways to school 
excl~sively depend niques. To be sure, we a.re no longer 
and modern psych e~t on the scale drawn up by BINET and SIMON, 
n,tt j,t:!des of sch~~~ !;" is endea.vouring to brec..k loose from the 
performance ( o.s O du.en.ti on; the very concept of o. soe.le of 
fan attempt to ~Posed to the verbn.l scnle) is itsnlf evidenoe 0 

· s sess the individual aptitudes of a sulject, in 

./ . 
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isolation from his language, which is a reflection of the ambient 
civilisation. Thus we· are in fact relying on investigation 
methods whose aim is to isolate the fundamental aspects of 
intelligence which might be said to be anterior to education 
and culture and to owe nothing to them. 

It i·s nevertheless true that all psychometric procedures 
which help us to determine the genetic psychology of intelligence 
were conceived of within~ certain educational theory, their 
only possible starting-point even 1f they often questioned its 
value. In other words, even if their upshot was to militate 
ugaiEst a p:i.rticular form of education, psychometric arguments 
were bnsed on a genetic o.nd differential assessment of 
intelligence worked out within a given frnmework c educationo.l 
media - often a very broad one. Thus it is not certnin th~t 
these genetic views can give rise to r~dico.1 innovations: it is 
not enough to be a.wo.re of their dependence on our eduq::i.tional 
b~ckground in order to free ourselves from it, for the problem 
concerned goes much deeper than the need - to free oneself from 
the prejudices of one's own culture. 

Indeed when we try to disregard our educntional background 
our purpose is to talre into account only tho development or 
intelligence 11s we know it: we hope to brea!c with these 
educo.tion~l habits in favour of~ corpus of knowledge directly 
relo.tcd to the development of intelligence. But such knowledge 
is dori ved .from this sel!'-so.me educ:itionnl bo.cl-::ground -:tnd beco.usc 
of its origins cannot question these educutiono.l no.bits 
rt!.dic~lly. That is~ fundamento.l difficulty which is 
extremely h:ird to resolve. 

But it must be rocognised that the research work so f:ir 
mentioned is concerned with only n p~rt of genetic psychology 
und explains only a sector of the development of relations 
between the child - 10.ter the adolescent - and knowledge. All 
the works which we ho.ve just referred to deal with the need for 
knowledge -:.i.s the use of the instruments of intelligence but do 
not sny nnything ~bout the ,relations between the need I'or 
knowledge and emotive life. Yet the psychologist cannot ~ccept 
it ns gospel that there is no link between these two fields, 
even if in f:ict the chief disciples of both ho.ve deliberately 
ignored one another. We must, then, t~ke into consider~tion the 
contributions, even partial, of the psychology of emotivity to 
the study of intelligence (S. FREUD, E. PICHON., A. FREUD, 
M. KLEIN). 
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A number of points fundamental to the emotive issue are, 
moreover, reve1.led with :i. precision which we a.re sc'.3.rcely 
accustomed to expect frorn a study of emotivity in view of the 
ba.sic prejudices which the very word "emotivity" constantly 
a.rouse.s bec'luse of its semo.ntic field, wd thnt precision cD.n be 
expressed 2t two levels. The study of childhood through the 
psychother!lpy of neurotic adults, followed by the more direct 
knowledge of children themselves, reveal first of all that the 
sc.tisr.:i.ct±on · of the thirst for knowledge is ge:1erally si tuo.ted in 
the period commonly lmown as the II latency" stage passed through 
~fter ea.rly childhood ~nd before the onset of puberty, tha.t is to 
s~y between two phases which can be characterised in very different 
w2.ys: the first ye~rs of' childhood coincide with the myelinisn.tion 
of the a.xons, the dormn.nt pha.se of the genitn.l glands and the 
rcln.tion between the geni to.l glo.nds, the anteh;irpoppysis (,e:rebri and 
the solution of the o~i.Pl\s situation: puberty is marked by the 
maturity of the genital glands, the acquisition of secondary 
sexuo.l ch::i.racteristics,, the physiological o.ctions which this fI!O.kes 
possible and the tr~nsition from the imaginary to the re2l in 
sexu.o.l life. During the latency period, the o.ct of acquiring 
knowledge is reflected as a form of sublimation in a certo.in 
so.tisfo.ction of the libido and in material so.tisfQction; the child 
of eleven ye~rs who is introduced to o.lgebro. so.tizfies in a 
su?limc.ted mnnner impulses which he is unable (which his body is 
still unable) to sntisfy in a concrete mnnner, but on the other 
ho.nd he does re:illy le:1rn o.lgebro. which becomes one of the bo.sic 
methods for ro.tion:i.ll~r grn.sping the m'.lterio.l world • 

. But three further comments will give these ide~s 3 more 
ro..ctico..l sl .:mt. Obviously, if the introductio:-i to knowledge comes 
after the surmounting o.f the oedipus period, this is firstly 
1?eco.use the introduction to knowledge o.nd the ple.'.lsure of o.cquiring 
it o.~e_connectect with the parental roles: self-satisfaction in 
1:-cqui:i~i~ kn~~7ledge r.ie.:ins ·that the indi vidu~l is e.i ther 
ifder..; ifyiln~ .nmsel f wi th h5-s fathr->r or . is opnosinB this process., or xrow 8~ 7 e c b - ' • 
1 nowle.di;e n.t th:1 n e ?oth o. me3.ns of identifico.tion - . placing 
r_ di lCinir h" e centre of his life, like his father i.e~ 
intron . f '" lm~;elf to life by means of o.cquiring knowledge - D.nd 
o. me['. s o .::i.cq uiring -; d · ct· ff t 
r ·lcd~e i th ~n epe~dence by acting in o. l eren mnnner 
hno~, o si t~~t . us a. oon.."ls of solving a partic :..~ ln.r nspect of the 
?0 d~~ t,,.: ~ t~d t~ ~~nt Tha.t does not in any wo.y moan that knowledge 
13 

/ · ~: this ·•~ pr~c '=ss., although it cnn plo.y a fund.::i.mental 
p~r . :~-\ion ;nd re:n. ~D makes a radical distinction between 
S l, bllui~-

0 
r.wdin r<;_s..,ion, he does so in order to reveal tha.t D. 

true ~nderst- f 
3 

~e~i the materiol world can be obtained only a.t 
the expense O 

· ~~in nmount of libidin~l energy, and that 
knowledge is not :i.cq1..ired Without effort. 

. /. 
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It should also be note.d that lmowledge appears in a context, 
na~ely the ~atency period, which is in no way autonomous and can 
exist only in relation to a primitive situation to which it refers. 
Stud? ~f_the first year of infancy (M. KLEIN, SPrrz) shows that 
the initial situation of the livj_ng being is in fact not that 
of a move towards the perception of the material world but a form 
of narcissism and that access to the materiel world is'gained 
through outside forces. · 

These two remarks give rise to a third. Contemporary 
psychology can no longer consider the exercise of YJlowledge as 
purely and simply the spontaneous use of instrumental functions 
since knowledge implies outside intervention. There is always 
a need to realise that nccess to knowledge and its proper use 
cannot be described in terms of merely putting into practice 
pre-existing possibilities, but require us to take into 
consideratj_on the meaning i·1hich knowledge has in relations 
between human beings. 

(b) ye_!:O_!!t_Ql<2_/;s;}: 

The thirst for knowledge in later life has been much less 
thoroughly studied and our information here ·is still very 
fragmentary. Two fairly different factors can be isolated. 
As already pointed out an analysis of the development of 
aptitudes reveals that they begin to decline fnirly early but 
that the effects of their decline are offset for o. long time by 
experience acquired and by memory. It must be recognised, too, 
that n quantitative study of these phenomena still remains to be 
made - WECHSLERrs concept of the deterioration indGX can give 
only a fragmentary picture. Such research work is nlso 
unsatisfactory in that it takes account only of chronological 
age (~easured by cosmic time)~ whereas it should be poss~ble_ 
concurrently to take into account a biological charncterisation 
of age and a demographic reference, insofar as nge has a mGaning 
only in rcl~tion to the biological ageing of the organism ~nd 
its position on the ~ge pyramid._ Biological and_d~~ographic 
chemistry are thus fundamental sources but ~re difricult to 
use. 

But gerontological research work concerns us from another 
point of view. Alongside the s t udy of cereb~al d0cline a 
series of investiga tions deals with the very complex question 
of retirement - related simultaneously to the phenomena of 
cerebral and endocrine nbiotrophy, an altera tion in the 

. I. 
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pragmatic grasp of the world, and the reduction in the powers of 
the libido, Yet it is noted in such a situation that the 
acquisition of new knowledge can be compatible with decline and 
that the reduction in the libido sciendi may Qe largely offset 
by an activity in the n~ture of a sublimationi lmowledge of the 
psychologicnl processes of an elderly subject obliges us to take 
into consideration the reciprocal relation between a certain 
deficiency in the means for acquiring knowledge and an increase 
in the motives for learning. 

3. Psychopathology 

The psychological study of the various fields of pathology 
could provide us with numerous indications concerning inadequacy 
in the development of . intellectual activities, peculiar to the 
stages of oligophrenia and the decay of th~se activities due to 
mental disorders. Thus there is indeed a - partially autonomous -
pathology of intelligence which furnishes many cases where a 
cerebral impairment results in eithe1· the partial or the comple_te 
disappearance of a particular aptitude for learning or makes it 
impossible fully to acquire such aptituce. Hence pathology shows 
clearly the links between the instrument~ of learning and the 
cerebral characteristics of the individua:.. We cannot dwell upon 
the subject here, but two specific fields ~hould attract our 
attention. 

In many cases where the development of intellectual aptitudes 
is nor mal and where no instrumental deficiency can be found, it is 
seen, during childhood and adolescence, thet the subject concerned 
is unable , for neurotic or psychotic reasor.s, to use the 
instrumental means in question. Hospitalisation, described by 
SP~TZ, is a prime example of this; here we are dealing with 
ch:ldren who for various reasons are isolated during their early 
childhood and spend many months in hospita: institutions where 
nobody cnn play the part of the parental figure; in a high 
per~entage of cases, such children, in spite of the quality of 
the~r men~al standards as shown by psychometry develop only 
mediocre 1 ~~:llectual powers in later years unless they are given 
the app~opri~te psychotherapy. This infers that it is difficult 
io ~~n~idermin~e~~ectua1 aptitudes as mere instruments existing 

n eir ov rig and independent of ant context, nnd they must 
be looked upon in the light of the indiv~dual case-history 
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which determines them: therefore is there any sense in 
regarding them as instrumental functions? Cas0s of infantile 
schizoph~ania give rise.to ~imilar comments: pcthology shows 
many subJects who, despite intellectual equipment which 
psychometric techniques force us to regard as normal give 
evidence of no better intellectual adaptation than that or 
severely affected oligophrenics. Schizophrenia in the adult 
reveals situations which are often very similar: the intellectual 
equipment remains intact but it ceases to be used emotively and 
for that reason, whilst still being potentially available, can 
no longer be used at all. 

To deal with a less serious problem, heterogeneous 
troubles wh1ch it is expedient to classify under dyslexia call 
for similar comments. Here we are dealing with a subject of' 
nor.mo.l intelligence but for whom access to the written language 
is almost impossible, in that for motives connected with both 
lateralisation troubles and neurotic inhibitions, reading and 
writing ore inaccessible. Appropriate re-education causes these 
phenomena to disappear. They provide an ex2mple of the blocking 
of the desire to learn - an inhibitory process quite independent 
of the effector mechanisms of the intelligence, capable of 
removal by suitable therapy, and in itself evidence of the 
relationship between intelligence and emotive engagement. 
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II. OUR _C_OHCLUSIONS CRITICALLY EXAMINED 

A study of the numerous contributicns by the various branches 
of psychology has thus furnished uswith a body of information 
whose implications must now be analysed. Some, we feel, are ,. 
m9inly positive in significance in that they provide certain 
information concerning the development of the means of acquiring 
knowledge; others reveal the shortcomings o:f this information 
and show the need for . further studies which might well partly 
offset the gaps in our knowledge. · 

1. Positj_7e significance 

We hnve, then, emphasised a number of kno'l/m data peculiar 
to the development of the means of acquiring lmowledge. Fl1 oru 
them there emerges a composite picture of development from 
aptitudes to knowledge and , in certain respects, we thus arrive 
at a sort of natural histoi-'y o:f the desire for knowledge in homo 
sapiens. These data may be resumed in a form of a t~.me-scale 
whose main aspects closely resemble the life-history of 8. 

particular biological function, sufficiently exemplified by the 
development and decline of the ovary or testicl0s. 

We hnve seen, firstly, that the m,3nns of acquiring knowledge 
h~ve n certain temporal development which continues throughout 
life and ~ta particular moment in time corresponds to the 
algebraic sum of a number of factors hereafter speciried. In 
essence, this development is identical in anim~ls and m3n, or 
more ex~ctly in homo sapiens nnd the other mo.mrnnls. Apart from 
a few ro1nor differences. throughout a process that is continuous 
from conception until death, the nervous system , (and in 
part!c~lar. the brain) develops on the following lines : it begins, 
exclus7vely during the embi:'yonic and foetal period, with the 
formuti?~ ?f histological structures peculiar to itself; then, 
after birtn, comes the myelinisation of certain white fibres, 
rapidly ~o~lowed by the destruction of the neurons which starts 
e~~rr1an~ 15 never made good, since nerve cells differ too 
gi e...i Y 1 rorn one another to allow of the~.r reproduction. 

Ther e fore the p · 
ma turation, s e~n fromu~ely ~nstrumental aspect_of intellectua: 

o v ~~1 only a f aJ li =strictly anatomical point o:f view, would 
r ._ "' "' - ng-01. f b · i 1 d ti i without pa us e until death ' eginn ng ver-:;: ear Y o.n. con nu ng 
such a development which ~u Yet observations do no~ confirm 
other factors at lea st. Frst be offse~ by ~he Q~t:on of t~o 
it hould i ndeed be not d om the physiological point of view 

s e thut a straightforward neuron oount 
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does not give ~n exact-p~cture of the overall funct1onal value of 
the neurons, since this is related both to their absolute 
number and to their functiona_l ramifications, just as th·e 
absolute number of monetary tokens does not suffice to 
characteris~ the economy and account must also be taken of the 
sp~ed at which they circulate. In fact, neuronic activity is 
dependent both on the number of neurons and on all their 
functional relationships. Consequently for a-very long time the 
increase in the functional relationships between the neurons 
more than compensates for their loss in number so that 
physiological development does not decrease until maturity 
whilst anatomical development is negative from the beginning. 
It should also be _noted that for a long time that which is 
acquired ma1ces ~ positive contribution in the sense that it 
facilitates intellectual activities up to a saturation point 
which differs very widely but is rarely achieved • 

. Thus the development of the instrumental aspects of 
intelligence shows a remarl-cable harmony between neuro-physiological 
data und genetic psychometry. The whole can be summed up 1n · . 
a graph whose two axes are time and intellectual potential . 
respectively: the curve rises until the end _of puberty and 
then more or less levels off until middle age sets in, when 
it begins to descend rapidly. The interpretation of this 
graph must be qualified by two remarks concerning the choice 
of nxes. It is not at all certain that the time fnctor is 
homogeneous.here along the whole length of the nxis until 
death, for there are far more changes from the first to the 
tenth year than from the thirtieth to the fortieth, so that 
the unit of measure is verY heterogeneous: we nre not dealing 
with a reversible time-continuum but with the chronological 
classification of unconnected periods; the literary expression 
tithe ages of man" perfectly sums up the mathematical structure~-
of these temporal references. The practical use of cartesian 
co-ordinates must not · cause us to lose sight of this peculiarity 
of time. Moreover the axis of the ordinates corresponds to 
a certain measure ~f· the intellectual potential clnssified 
according to a wiivocal series; but such a series assumes that 
the various scales which are used to identify intellectual 
potential can be reduced too single linear order. This logical 
operation is not always possible and it is ubove all the _ 
differences which are heterogeneUus: the increase in intellectual 
potential between five and ten years is not compnrable to the 
growth between twenty and twenty-five so thnt it would be 
inaccurate to regard for ex.:crr.ple the second as equnl to a 
qunrter of the first. It is only within each period that 

. I. 
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rigorous comparisons can be made which prove illusory when used 
to comp2re one period with another. That is why we must pay 
extremely careful attention to the correction of a phenomenon 
wh:i.ch wcs already referred to when we pointed out that the level 
of intellectual potential remained more or less constant from 
the end of pube1·ty until middle age. · In truth, if the graph in 
question is looked at closely it will be seen thQt at the end 
of pube1'tY ~nd at the begir1ni~g of mlddle age~ the~ ... e are two 
singular points where the derivative becomes indefinite and 
which correspond to what is called "the point of inflection" in 
analysis. They denote the fnct that the meaning of development 
is diffe1'ent before and D.fter a given period. It should also be 
said that from the end of puberty to middle age, although the 
curve appears to flatten out at first sight, closer investigation 
of' ~he fccts shows that it rises slowly, reaches its maximum at 
varicble dates and then declines grndually. In other words, 
the development which to.kes place in this period is not accurately 
assessed by a scale which may well suit the beginning and the end 
bl~t which is not relevant during those yen rs. Despite these 
reservations the general pQce of development retains an . 
indicative value which is a rair enough summary of our knowledge. 

However, contributions from certain specialised sectors 
of genetic psychology and psychopathology showed that assessment 
?f tl:ie n~ed for knowledge was scarcely possible without bearing 
in mind its emotive ·aspects: more precisely, knowledge strove 
towards its aims only if it instinctively felt them desirable. 
In other words, the desire to know is an inescapable factor. 
That is already clear at the level of animal psychology, for, 
during experiments, it is assumed that the rat tends to go 
through the maze only if he is motivated by hunger or an 
ur..pleasunt stimulus which he wishes to avoid. Punishment and 
rewc:i.rd remain the basic operative notions of experimental 
psychology. 

Now, in man, the desire to know stems throughout his whole 
development ~rom a combination of two orders of factors, which 
end~w the ob~ects to be knovm with the qualities that make them 
d.esirable: 1 t, is also intrinsic both to men and to the objects 
t.1e1?selv~s. Tne first of these factors is historical and 
sociological~ the acquisition of knowledge appears desirable 
to thefextent to which culture has already m8de it appear as 
such, or a number of diff'erent motives. Firstly, triE:se 

./. 
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acquisitions can play a ~ar~ i~ the development of existence and 
in numerous _occupations it is indispensable to increase lmowledge 
i~ ~r~er~~o keep up or to make progress. Moreover, in our 
civilisevion, and for reasons whose origins should be 
annl:rs~d, e:ultu:'e has a PrE;stige of' its own which makes its 
acqu7sition desirable f'<;>r_its own sake, inasmuch as it remains 
the inescapable prerequisite f'or attaining a certain image oI' 
man genera.!..ly held to be North striving af'ter. The desire to 
kno~ is.then wholly media~ed by the d~sire of others, but the 
motivation remains essential, and mediation through the desire 
of a third _party does not mean for one moment that such a 
desire is illusory. 

But such mediation is possible only for reasons of a 
different nature. During the emotive development of' inf'ancy 
and adolescence, pathology offers many cases where the means to 
obtain knowledge exist but are hardly used because, ror 
pathological reasons, knowledge cannot be experienced as 
desirable and its acquisition is barred. Pathology does no 
more in such cases than mr,gnify a very genei'&l process: access 
to lmowledge in the case of a child always means self
identification with the parents' access to knowledge and 
acceptance or refusal of a part which has already been played. 
There we find, but at a more primitive level, mediation through 
the will of others. 

Thus it must be said that the general development of' the 
phases cf' intellectual m~turation and the need for knowledge 
correspond to the sum total of two simultaneous developments, 
that of the instrumental means and that of the desire to know; it 
therefore seems easy to construct a third graph by adding 
algebraically for eo.ch t empoi".:tl value in the nbscissa, the 
values of the instrumental means and of the desire to know. 
ln fact, this operation seems hardly worth while because of 
the heterogeneity of the terms. The development of the 
instrumental means measures that of qualities inherent in the 
individual, Which are very directly linked to the structure 
of' his ner·vous system. The development of the desire to know 
is related to a phenomenon wh~ch is just as nnturnl as the 
preceding one but which is connected with the whole body of' 
the relationships of the subject and his entourage ~ so that 
it is no longer possible to regard it as an independe~t 
characteristic of the individual. Hence if this heterogeneity 
is respected, one can no longer justifiably add up these two 
fnctors alg3braically: here we come up against a very 
significant limit to our psychological knowledge. Nor do we 
believe thnt this antinomy is peculiar to homo snpiens: it 
seems that it can be found at least among higher mammals. 

I 
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2. Negative significance 

The studies whose contribution to the problem we have 
analysed contain a number of weaknesses which we cannot evade. 
Firstly, the most rigourously established facts concerning the 
phenomena of learning are those established by means of experiments 
on animals. Two questj_ons arise here: to what extent can we 
extrapolate f'acts obtaj.ned f'rom the wh.i.te rat or the go1d€n 
hamster to man, and, above all, within what limits can we admit 
that the elementary phenomena or learning thus reveal.ed constitute 
a model ror the phenomena which concern us in man? Briefly, 
what is most convincingly established is least easily 
transferable, for the more precisely the model is lmown, the 
further away it is from the phenomena which it is supposed to 
illustrate. 

Moreover, pathological data may be used only indirectly. 
They show the dependence o1' the need for kno,·1ledge on the 
brain and on desire, but that is a piece of inrormation which 
is based on negative foundation~. In this case pathology has 
no positive contribution to make. 

Lastly, genetic psychology offers well-founded information 
only for the periods or early childhood and adolescence and 
deals very superficially with the age of decline. The whole 
intermediate period of maturity is scarcely lmo\'m_. and there is 
no body of l:nowledge dealing with it as the classical works of' 
PIAGE'T or WAI.LON do with childhood. That is a serious gap 
which 1s in no way bridged by f'ragmentary studies on vocational 
aptitudes. 

3. Practinal applications 

The balance of the positive aspects and the gaps in the 
co:--it:i.'ibutions of psychological knowledge t·o the problems of 
pe:manent. education make it possible to put dmm a few practical 
points wbic~ must now be explained in more detail. It seems 
that, in spite of its provisional and imperfect character, our 
k:n;:iwledg7 already suggests a certain number of' applications · 
wi~hout its being necessary to await the rounding-off' of' the 
theory - an improbable event - bef'ore these are pl!t into 
prcwtice. 

~ (~)th~e~~~~~m~SYcho~ogy and psychopa~hology converge 
to .h?¼th year when :~Portance of the period between tile third 
and six e Oedipus situation of the child is 
resolved and when he ~akes __ his first step in the use of reason 
which has both affective and instrumental roundations. 

. I. 
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The exact age can vary according to the child but the fact 
remains that it is between early childhood and the,first school 
year that the first intellectual capital begins to have a 
relationship with objects offered by the surrounding world. 
That is why special attentio~ ·should be paid to the kindergarten 
and nursery school. Natural_ly there can be no question of 
selecting highly gifted children who could assimilate the 
first year primary curricu1Uf!1· _while still at nursery school. 
Rather should we reflect seriously on the content of this 
pre-school teaching: in our opinion, the early stages of 
learning must not be .rooused solely on non-verbal conditioning 
making no use of the second system of "signals" (as understood 
by PAVLOV) and situated outside symbolic factors, nor should it 
be stuffed with material borrowed from traditional primary 
teaching. Thus, the problem is to determine the types of 
conditioning likely to avoid these two stumbling-blocks. 

These observations should be supplemented by a few comments 
Firstly, it can be seen that the organisation of curricula • 
according to age . groups is determined, not, as is or''ten claimed, 
by the natural needs resulting from genetic psychology, but by 
historical, social and economic needs which preclude the seri·ous 
organisation of schooling early enough and a_suffic~ently 
thorough training of the teachers. It is evident, indeed, 
that the pedagogical aspects of nursery schools, where these 
observations were taken into account would be a complicated 
matter~ calling for special teacher training facilities. 
Moreover, since the child's aptitudes differ very greatly from 
one subject to another only techniques based on programmed 
teaching can be suitabie. Lastly, it is no longer possible to 
delay the entry of the child to the world of reason under the 
pretext that he is not old enough. 

(b) t·!e have stressed the importance of the latency period 
which, between the second stage of childhood and the beginning 
of puberty, corresponds to the constitution of the sublimations 
necessary for the intellectual tasks to be per~ormed emotively. 
This period is crucial because it is the momen-c when the 
libido can be used to facilitate entra~ce to re~son and the 
acquisition of knowledge. It is occupi~d by prima~y teaching 
an~ the early years of secondary educat 7on, f~om fi~st yeer 
primary up to the statutory school-leaving age. This is a 
period which tends to be neglected at present, to the extent 

./. 
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that the training of responsible teachers is increasingly 
inadeauate - a notable paradox in our primary and secondary 
education. It is, in fact, so organised that the best teachers 
are bound to wish to teach in the terminal classes and the 
hierarchy is such that the greatest kudos attaches, in France, 
to teaching those classes where pupils are prepared for the 
"Grands Eccles". Yet, from the point of view of educational 
theory, it is far more difficult and more important to deal 
with children during the pa1,..iod when sublimations are most 
active than to prepare adolescents for competitive examinations. 
What is being questioned here is the social image of.' the teachers• 
hierarchy: we should eschew the muddled think_ing whereby 
mastery of a difficult subject is ranked higher than the -
teaching of fundamentals. To teach the rudiments of algebra 
well to children of eleven years of age has far more educational 
value than to demonstrate STOCKES' theorem to budding 
polytechnicians: the jobs ~re too different for the second to 
be regarded as the full .flm-1ering of the first. 

(c) We have seen how the processes of' conditioning bring 
into play the instrumental means of knowledge and a system of 
motivations for knowledge, inextricably linked with the f.'irst 
sublimations, the images of reason in the development of children 
and adolescents and the prestige which historically forms part and 
parcel of the possess1,0n of !rnowledge. Indeed, the desire foi
kn01·rledge3 in spite of all appearances, is not spontaneous nor-, 
what is more, is it autonomous~ it is not self-sufficient and 
its basis lies outside itself. It depends upon the role played 
by intellectual capital in the evolutionary ,bo.lance of' the subject 
and for thnt reason cannot be regarded as an independent value. 

The question, then, is how and to what extent it may be 
admissible, pertinent and effective to work out a new educational 
theory cnpable of taking into account these motivations peculiar 
to the desire for knowledge, bo~h in adolescents and adults, and, 
perhaps, . of encouraging that desire. There is~ of course, no ca,se 
f~r pu~ting forward recipes aimed at guiding pupils in a desired 
direction (desired, incidentally, by whom and to what end?). What 
~e must 1;1Il~erstand is that all educational activity corresponds, 
in a positive or negative manner, to the desire for knowleqge, 
atnhd alters thtat desire to a certain extent. It remains. to determine e means· o. pr 
h 1 d , esent there is no research wor~~ available to e pus o so. . 

.~ d J. r~:i ;Y, in what way do the analyses contained in this 
reporv 1 c oncern the problems of permanent ed~cation? -r-,i s r o"r research cl • 
.1.' r ..,, ': ilisati early SJ.1ows that current teaching practices 
in our civ_ . ons correspond to what can be called, according 
to preference, ideologies or systems of values, and not to 
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nscientifically objective" data, in that the sciences concerned 
and questioned are all bound up, willy nilly, in·.a spirit of 
conscious acceptance or rejection with our historical context. 
Other types of teaching are conceivable, and the authority 
of traditj_on is not that of lrnowledge. Moreover, permanent 
education can succeed, th~t is to say make people happy, only 
if it corresponds to certain desires for knowledge, for men 
can fulfil themselves by participating in knowledge only if 
that lmowledge already has an intrinsic value. The raison 
d 1~tre of permanent edu2ation, and .its possible content, can 
be discussed only if it is understood that its existence 
depends upori its satisfying and thus fertilising the desire 
for knowledge. Only a rigorous analysis of the phenomenon of 
"libido sciendi11 can hope to provide it with valid foundations • 

.. 
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